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Investigation on a New Approach for Designing
Articulated Soft Robots With Discrete

Variable Stiffness
Yong Zhong , Member, IEEE, Ruxu Du , Peng Guo, and Haoyong Yu , Member, IEEE

Abstract—Soft robots made of elastic and compliant ma-
terials offer various advantages, such as safe interaction,
adaptiveness, and easy fabrication. However, the highly
dissipative nature of elastic materials intrinsically limits
certain functions, such as force transmission, positioning
accuracy, and load capability. Herein, in this article, we
present a design approach for developing articulated soft
robots with variable stiffness. We propose a bioinspired
bistable articulated joint that consists of a rigid joint and
bistable structures. We realize stiffness change through
forming a locking function by triggering the bistable struc-
ture to switch between two stable states. The trigger force
is generated by heating shape memory alloy springs con-
nected to the bistable structures. After the locking function
is triggered, the bending stiffness of the articulated joint
is highly amplified. Moreover, the joint can be locked at dif-
ferent angles through mechanically preprograming bistable
structures fabricated with a single three-dimensional print.
With this approach, we developed an articulated soft robot
as a case study. The robot demonstrated variable stiffness,
changeable configurations, and a large workspace. More-
over, the approach proposed in this article provides valu-
able insights into the utilization of bistability for developing
variable-stiffness robotic systems.

Index Terms—Articulated soft robot, bistable structure,
locking function (LF), variable stiffness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SOFT robots are normally constructed of elastic materials
and compliant structures, and they have several unique

advantages, such as simple structure, safe interaction, adaptive-
ness, easy actuation, and easy fabrication [1]. However, soft
robotic systems, which mimic invertebrates with soft bodies,
have low precision, poor repeatability, small load capability,
and low stiffness when completing most industrial tasks, which
limits their extensive application. Unlike invertebrates, most
other animals consist of rigid structures with soft tissue, such
as muscle, fat, and skin. The rigid structures are responsible for
most of the weight support and force transmission, and they are
essential for locomotion and maneuvering. Moreover, variable
stiffness for a soft robot can enable its adaption to different
requirements, such as bearing different loads and changing
manipulation stiffness. Thus, many scientists and engineers have
been working on improving the stiffness of soft robots. The
existing approaches to solving this problem can be divided
into two categories: material stiffening methods and mechanical
stiffening methods.

The material stiffening methods involve changing Young’s
modulus of material or facilitating material deformation through
the use of external stimulus. Shape memory materials have been
employed to realize stiffness change of bioinspired robots, such
as utilizing shape memory alloys and shape memory polymers
to alter the flexural stiffness of soft robots and the stiffness
of beam [2], [3]. Dielectric elastomers, another type of ma-
terial suitable for electrically activated soft robots, have been
exploited to vary the stiffness of soft robots [4] by varying the
applied voltage alone. Low-melting-point materials and glass
transition-based softening have also been integrated into soft
robots to vary their stiffness [5], [6]. Cheng et al. [7] presented
an approach that involved coating wax on flexible open cells
to realize a broad range of stiffness changes and applied it to
locking joint systems and shape-shifting structures. To achieve
higher levels of stiffness variation, low-melting-point alloys
need to be used in soft robots [8]. Another approach is the use
of magneto- and electrorheological materials, the rheological
properties of which can be changed by applying a magnetic or
electric field. In summary, material stiffening methods can be
used to vary the stiffness of soft robots but they suffer from a
few shortcomings, such as encapsulation difficulty, integration,
fabrication, and energy inefficiency. Moreover, they cannot be
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changed to be large stiffness, which limits their use in real
applications.

Mechanical stiffening methods have been employed to realize
variable stiffness in soft robots. For example, soft pneumatic
actuators with antagonistic actuation can be used to increase
the stiffness of actuators by applying opposing forces [9]–[11].
Fluid-driven robotic systems with origami structures have been
designed to achieve large load capability, and flexible arms
comprising vacuum-driven joints have achieved reliable stiff-
ness [12], [13]. Jamming technology was utilized to build soft
robots and there exist two systematic approaches that exploit
the jamming phenomenon: membranes filled with the granular
matter or with thin sheets. The actuation principle is that vacuum
can increase the relative shear stress experienced by the particles
or layers in the elastic; then, the stiffness of the medium can
be changed to modulate the robots’ direction and magnitude
during operation [14]–[17]. All of these approaches require
a continuous supply of energy, and the resulting robots are
prone to problems associated with sealing and leakage. Purely
mechanical mechanisms can be used to realize variable stiffness
in soft robots. For example, Degani et al. [18] developed a snake
robot for minimally invasive surgery. This robot consists of an
inner snake robot and an outer snake robot that mechanically
constrain each other. These mechanical constraints change the
stiffness of the articulated soft robot. Similar approaches have
been proposed, such as those by Li et al. [19] and Yuyu et
al. [20], who used telescopic tubes or spines to constrain the
flexibility of a soft robot, leading to a change in stiffness.
Although the approaches based on mechanical mechanisms have
some limitations, such as mechanical complexity, weight, and
size, the resulting robots have considerable stiffness owing to the
aforementioned mechanical constraints, and they can be easily
implemented in real applications.

In this article, we developed a new approach to achieve
variable stiffness in soft robots. We invented a bioinspired
bistable articulated joint (BBAJ) that employs bistable actuation
to achieve stiffness change. Bistable actuation can be observed
in biological systems, such as the Venus flytrap [21] and the
Mantis shrimp [22], which rely on this type of actuation to prey
and defend. A bistable structure has three mechanical states:
two stable states and one instable state, and the switch between
the two stable states only needs a small trigger force at the
instable transition position [23]. This is an effective method for
maintaining the states of a robotic system without a continuous
power supply, and it can act as an amplifying mechanism to
transmit displacement and force [24]. Engineers found a lot
of interests in incorporating bistabilities into the designs of
mechanical systems, such as flytrap-inspired robots [25], [26],
microbistable devices [27], morphing and energy harvesting
mechanisms [28]–[30], and injection molding [31], [32]. Unlike
the aforementioned usage of bistabilities, we utilize a bistable
structure to achieve stiffness change for articulated soft robots.
Moreover, we apply electric current to SMA springs to trigger
the bistable structures of the BBAJ, and the snap instability of the
bistable structure can instantaneously generate large geometrical
changes. Then, the BBAJ is mechanically locked, which results
in a massive increase in the bending stiffness of the structure.

Fig. 1. Design concept of the BBAJ. (a) Schematic of the normal
bistable structure, and the three states of the conceptually designed
BBAJ. (b) Schematic of the prebend bistable structure with a bending
angle of γn of the neck, limit bending state of the BBAJ. (c) Relationship
between the critical neck bending angle γc and beam length (l1).

Owing to this unique design and implementation of the bistable
structure and the SMA trigger approach, the BBAJ is capable
of stiffness change. Accordingly, we constructed an articulated
soft robot using BBAJs to demonstrate our approach. In the
articulated soft robot, each joint is connected by bistable struc-
tures triggered by SMA springs, and once the robot bends to the
target angle, the joint can be selectively locked to maintain its
bending angle, resulting in numerous robot configurations with
fewer actuators and the achievement of a variable workspace.
With these characteristics, through appropriate design, we can
envision the development of diverse applications, ranging from
industrial soft robot arms to biological soft robots.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this section, we present the design and modeling of the
BBAJ and expound the principles of bistable actuation.

A. BBAJ Design

Bistable actuation is commonly found in biological systems.
Herein, we integrate bistable actuation in an articulated joint to
achieve stiffness change through a locking function (LF).

Fig. 1 shows a conceptual design of the BBAJ to illustrate
the actuation principles of bistable structures in an articulated
joint. The bistable structure is designed to be similar to a flexible
hinge, where the neck and waist parts can be deformed easily
[the first picture in Fig. 1(a)] and is installed on both sides of
a pin joint. The BBAJ exhibits three states: free bending, right
locking, and left locking, in which the right and left locking are
achieved by triggering the bistable structure on the locking side
to transition from outward deformation to inward deformation;
at this point, the inward deformation causes physical contact
between the waist and the rigid pin joint, obtaining the locking
angle αlock [i.e., physical locking, the third picture in Fig. 1(a)].
This physical locking state can magnify the bending stiffness of
the joint in the corresponding locking direction. Once the joint is
in the locking state, it does not need external energy to maintain
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Fig. 2. Geometrical schematic of BBAJ. (a) Locking state. (b) Limit
bending state.

the state. The primary design metrics of the BBAJ are locking
angle αlock and limit bending angle αlim (see Fig. 2), the latter
obtained when the waist angle is zero

The locking angle αlock is determined by the dimensional
parameters of both the joint and the bistable structure [see
Fig. 2(a)]. To enable the BBAJ modular to adapt different
designs of bistable structures, the dimensions of the joint are
set to be constant. Thus, the parameters of the bistable structure
are used to mechanically program the locking angle based on
the relationship between deformation and geometry. The main
parameters of the bistable structure are neck length l0, beam
length l1, beamwidth w, and waist length l2. Given that the
thickness of the bistable structure does not affect the geometric
relationship of the joint, we do not address it here. The locking
angle can be calculated at the critical situation that the bistable
structure just comes into physical contact with and is supported
by the pin joint at point E [see Fig. 2(a)]. Because the bending
angle of the neck γ of the bistable structure is relatively small, it
can be considered a flexible hinge, and we assume the beam has
no deformation; thus, BC = BD ≈ l0/2. The other parameters
can be expressed as follows: d is half of the joint gap, BH =
AO = d - l0/2, OE = r, OH = AB = R, JE = l2/2, JK =
w/2, �FBG = γ, �HOG = αlock

2 , and set OH┴BG. Thus, in
ΔEPJ, based on complement angle relationship, we have �JEF
= αlock

2 + π
2 − γ. Then, in ΔBFG, based on the Law of Sines,

we have

BG

sin
(
αlock

2 + π
2 − γ

) =
BF

sin
(
π
2 − αlock

2

) =
FG

sin γ
(1)

in which

BG = HG+ BH = Rtan
αlock

2
+

(
d− l0

2

)
(2)

BF = BK+KF =

(
l0
2
+ l1

)

+

(
l2
2
− w

2
cot

(αlock

2
+

π

2
− γ

))
(3)

FG = OG−OE− EF =
R

cos αlock

2

− r − w

2 sin
(
αlock

2 + π
2 − γ

) . (4)

Fig. 3. Predictions and experimental results of the locking angle with
respect to beam length, beamwidth, neck length, and waist length. All
of the bistable structures with different parameters were directly 3-D
printed. The reference geometry for the parameters is: l0 = 2 mm, l1
= 9.5 mm, l2 = 2 mm, w = 3.6 mm, R = 14.75 mm, d = 9 mm, and
r = 8.5 mm.

Based on (1)–(4), we can obtain the bending angle of the neck
γ and the locking angle αlock. However, due to the complexity
of the functions, the explicit solutions cannot be obtained, we
can still get the numerical results.

All parameters of the bistable structure affect the locking
angle. We simulated the relationships between locking angle and
these parameters, fabricated bistable structures through three-
dimensional (3-D) printing, and measured the locking angles one
by one. For a fair comparison, the length ranges of the parameters
were within 2 mm. The simulation results (see Fig. 3) indicated
that the beam length was the most influential parameter, followed
by the neck length, waist length, and beamwidth. However, the
experimental results indicated that the corresponding locking
angles for neck length and waist length had large relative errors
compared with the predictions. This could be attributed to the
fact that when the lengths of the neck and waist became too
long, the deformations of them were not standard beam-bending
deformation any more due to the constraints and reactive forces
from the joint, and the material using in experiments is TPU95
which is flexible, thus the deformations for all the parameters
exist. We can further check this fact in the last two pictures of
Fig. 3, where the experimental results of locking angles decrease
with the increase of the neck length and waist length, which
indicate unexpected deformations happened (tagged by a black
ellipse). Thus, to design an appropriate bistable structure for
BBAJ, the lengths of the neck and waist should be small enough
to make sure the linear variation for locking angle.

The limit bending angle αlim is determined at the position at
which the bistable structure is pulled to its largest length within
the applied geometric constraints. The critical bending angle γc

of the neck is depicted in Fig. 2(b) (�FBG = γc). Here, AO =
d - l0/2, OE = r, GB┴BA, and BF ≈ l0/2 + l1 + l2/2. At this
position, the waist of the bistable structure is straight, that is,
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BF┴OG. Thus, the relationship can be expressed as follows:

sin δ =
OF

OB
=

√
(AB2 +AO2)− BF2

OB

=

√
R2 + (d− l0/2)2 − (l0/2 + l1 + l2/2)2√

R2 + (d− l0/2)2

(5)

sin (δ + γc) =
AB

OB
=

R√
R2 + (d− l0/2)2

(6)

γc = sin−1 R√
R2 + (d− l0/2)2

− δ. (7)

At this critical position, the limit bending angle is then given
by

αlim = 2γc. (8)

B. Spontaneous Recovery Characteristics

When the BBAJ needs to recover from the locking state to
the free-bending state, one would generally be more likely to
apply a pulling force to deform the bistable structure outward.
However, we adopt a different approach and utilize the potential
energy generated by the deformation of the bistable structure to
help it recover to the free-bending state. The normal bistable
structure is designed to be straight [see Fig. 1(a)]; thus, the
potential energy always tends to recover the deformed structure
to be straight. When the joint continues to bend opposite to the
locking direction and reaches the limit bending angle αlim, the
bending angle of the waist is zero, and the potential energy of
the deformed necks generates moments Mn that tend to bend
the bistable structure outward [see Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, we simply
need to bend the joint to the limit bending position and release
it, which causes the bistable structure to deform outward and,
consequently, the BBAJ to recover to the free-bending state.
The bending angle of the neck at this critical position γc can
be treated as the reference angle of the neck for designing
the spontaneous recovery characteristic of BBAJ, and it has
an approximately linear relationship with the beam length l1
based on (7) [also shown in Fig. 1(c)]. As shown in Fig. 1(b),
when a prebend bistable structure is used to replace the normal
one, the designed bending angle of the neck γn can determine
the magnitude of the moment when the joint bends to the limit
bending angle. The trick is that if γn < γc, the bistable structure
can spontaneously recover to the free-bending state; otherwise,
it requires additional actuation to pull the structure to deform
outward. The spontaneous recovery characteristic can also be
achieved by prebending the waist of the structure. In both,
the aforementioned approaches, the pre-bend moment of the
structure is used for recovery. In this article, we use the prebend
neck structure as an example.

C. Bistable Actuation Principles

To trigger the BBAJ to transition from the free-bending state
to the locking state, the trigger force must overcome the energy

Fig. 4. Idealization of the truss model of the BBAJ. (a) Three-
dimensional model of the BBAJ and the bistable structure. (b) Ideal-
ization of the truss model for bistable actuation analysis.

barrier of the compliant bistable structure. To study the bistable
actuation principles and find the qualitative force trend, we qual-
itatively analyze the bistable actuation of the bistable structure
in the BBAJ, and we make the following assumptions:

1) the thicknesses of the necks and waist are considerably
smaller than that of the beams, and the deformation of the
beam is ignored in the model;

2) when torque is applied to the bistable structure, the beams
can be regarded as truss bars with no compression and
flection;

3) during analysis, the physical constraint that the structure
touches the joint pin is not expressed in the model;

4) the initial bending angleαof the BBAJ is motor controlled
through cables and the variation is quite small during the
bistable actuation process, thus we use axial displacement
(ΔL) of the bistable structure to approximate the effect of
a small variation of joint initial bending angle α. We now
consider half of the structure because of its symmetric
geometry and model the bending motions of the neck and
waist as pin joints with torsional springs (see Fig. 4).

We use Lagrangian mechanics to construct the relationship
between the required actuation force FP and the distance S with
respect to the reference point Rp (where the bending angle γ =
0) and the relationship between the potential energy and distance
S. The Lagrangian function is expressed as

L = T −
(

1
2
kΔL2 +

1
2
kn(γ + γn −Δγ)2

+
1
4
kw(α+ 2γ − 2Δγ)2

)
, (9)

where T is kinetic energy, k is the spring stiffness of axial
displacement variation, kn is the torsional spring stiffness of
the neck, and kw is the torsional spring stiffness of the waist.
Then, Lagrange’s equation is

∂

∂t

(
∂L
∂q̇

)
− ∂L

∂q
= Q. (10)

Given that T = 0 (because the process is quasi-static),
q = ΔS, and the external force is FP /2 can be expressed as

∂
(

1
2kΔL2 + 1

2kn(γ + γn −Δγ)2 + 1
4kw(α+ 2γ − 2Δγ)2

)
∂ΔS

=
FP

2
. (11)
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The relationship between ΔL and ΔS can be obtained by
formulating a triangle with a constant beam length l1 through
Cosine Law

cos
(α

2
+

π

2

)

=
L2 + S2 − l21

2LS
=

(L+ΔL)2 + (S −ΔS)2 − l21
2 (L+ΔL) (S −ΔS)

(12)

where L is the initial length between the neck spring and the
reference point Rp. We rewrite the following equation as a
function of ΔL:

ΔL2 + 2ΔL
(
ΔS sin

α

2
+ L+ S sin

α

2

)
+ΔS2

− 2SΔS − 2ΔSL sin
α

2
= 0 (13)

and adopt the positive root
The neck angle variation Δγ is expressed as follows:

Δγ = sin−1 (S −ΔS) cos α
2

l1
− sin−1 S cos α

2

l1
(15)

where the initial value of S is determined according to the
parameters of the BBAJ and can be solved using

cos
(α

2
+

π

2

)
=

L2 + S2 − l21
2LS

(16)

and adopting the positive root

S =

√
l21 −

L2 (1 + cosα)

2
− L sin

α

2
. (17)

Thus, through the combination of (12), (15), (16), and (18),
the relationship between the applied force FP and the distance
ΔS can be obtained. To simplify the presentation, we write

FP = kA− kwB − knC (18)

where unnumbered equation shown at the bottom of this page.

The potential energy induced by the deformation of the
bistable structure itself is expressed as

Ps =
1
2
kn(γ + γn −Δγ)2 +

1
4
kw(α+ 2γ − 2Δγ)2. (19)

Based on (16), the potential energy can be rewritten as

Ps =
kw

(
α+ 2sin−1 (S−ΔS) cos α

2
l1

)2

4

+
kn

(
γn + sin−1 (S−ΔS) cos α

2
l1

)2

2
. (20)

Using this model, we can reveal and qualitatively analyze
the principles governing the required actuation force and po-
tential energy for the bistable actuation. Herein, examples of
the bistable actuation process are illustrated in Fig. 5. In state
I, no applied force is needed, and the joint is at the initial
bending angle. Between states I and II, the bistable structure
bends from the initial point to the reference point (distance
= 0), where the neck angle is zero and the potential energy
is approximately the minimum (valley), and the bistable force
varies parabolically. Between states II and III, the bistable
structure bends from the reference point Rp to close to the limit
bending position (i.e., the waist is straight). Between states III
and IV, the bistable structure executes a symmetric motion, as
it does between states I and II. Notably, when α = 0°, state II
and state III refer to the same position. The two equilibrium
states are approximately energetic (i.e., |FP,max| ≈ |FP,min|),
but they are affected by the uniform distribution of materials.
The required trigger force applied on the waist of the bistable
structure is approximately symmetrical with respect to the limit
bending position (stage III). Notably, there are a few differ-
ences between the scenarios in which the prebend neck angle
changes from 0° to 5° [see Fig. 5(a)]. The potential energy
valley would be closer to the limit bending position, but the
required force just moves a little to the negative direction of the

ΔL =

√
(S +ΔS)2sin2 α

2
+ 2 (LS + 2LΔS) sin

α

2
+ L2 + 2SΔS −ΔS2 − L− (S +ΔS) sin

α

2
. (14)

A = 2

⎛
⎝sin

α

2
− S −ΔS + Ssin2 α

2 +ΔSsin2 α
2 + 2L sin α

2√(
L+ S sin α

2

)2
+ (2SΔS +ΔS2) sin2 α

2 + 2SΔS −ΔS2 + 4LΔS sin α
2

⎞
⎠

×
(
L+ S sin

α

2
+ΔS sin

α

2
−
√

(S +ΔS)2sin2 α

2
+ 2SΔS + L2 −ΔS2 + 2LS sin

α

2
+ 4LΔS sin

α

2

)

B =
2 cos α

2

(
α+ 2sin−1 (S−ΔS) cos α

2
l1

)
l1

√
1 − (S−ΔS)2cos2 α

2
l2

1

C =
2 cos α

2

(
γn + sin−1 (S−ΔS) cos α

2
l1

)
l1

√
1 − (S−ΔS)2cos2 α

2
l2

1
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Fig. 5. (a) Principles of variation of the bistable actuation force (trigger
force) and potential energy for different neck angles (γn = 0° and 5°)
when the initial bending angle is 17.5°. (b) Principles of variation of the
bistable actuation force and potential energy for different initial bending
angles (α = 0° and 17.5°) when the neck angle is 0°. The abscissa axis
denotes the distance S.

Y-axis (i.e., |FP,max| < |FP,min|). Moreover, when the initial
bending angle α of the joint decreases to zero (i.e., the links
of the joint are parallel), the reference point coincides with the
limit bending position and the required trigger force drastically
increases [see Fig. 5(b)]. In the BBAJ, the bistable structure
is constrained by the pin joint when bending inward (physical
constraint indicated in Fig. 5(b)); at this moment, the trigger
force decreases to zero, and the bistable structure cannot reach
the theoretical position State IV. Because the beam is assumed
to be axially rigid, the vertical deformation corresponding to the
spring stiffness k has a few orders of magnitude larger than the
corresponding torsional spring stiffness kn, kw of the bending of
the bistable structure; and the changes of B and C terms in (19)
influence a little on the force applied to the structure. Thus, the
prebend neck angle γn in C terms has a negligible impact on the
applied force, as indicated in Fig. 5(a). However, the potential
energy induced by the deformation of the bistable structure itself
changes with respect to the prebend angle. These principles of
the bistable actuation offer guidance for the development of
robots with bistable structures.

III. DEPLOYMENT AND EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe the prototype of the BBAJ and,
subsequently, present the experiments on bistable actuation

Fig. 6. (a) Deployment of the BBAJ. In the BBAJ, each bistable struc-
ture is connected to a pair of SMA springs between the beam and
the metal shell of the joint. (b) Locking state of the BBAJ. The yellow
polylines indicate the locking direction. (c) Typical force–displacement
characteristics of the SMA spring.

force and displacement variations of the BBAJ. Thereafter, we
conduct a finite-element analysis (FEA) for comparison.

A. BBAJ Integration

In the deployment of the BBAJ, dozens of methods can be
used to supply the trigger force to the bistable structure, such
as the use of a micromotor, cable-driven mechanism, and shape
memory polymer and alloy. We use a type of SMA spring with
a transition temperature of 45 °C (Kellogg’s Research Labs) to
trigger the structure because of its favorable characteristics, such
as good repeatability, large force production, easy control, and
compactness. Because the tensile force acting on the waist of the
bistable structure may affect the strength of the thin waist and
impede its outward bending, we connected the SMA springs to
the beams of the bistable structure [see Fig. 6(a)]. Additionally,
we connected them to a dc power supply operating under 5 V and
actuated the joint through a pair of cables by using a servomotor.
The locking process can be described as follows. First, the joint
is driven to bend to the desired locking angle (normally close to
the limit bending angle), and the SMA springs are activated to
pull the bistable structure to bend inward with respect to the joint.
Next, the servomotor is retracted to the locking angle to generate
physical contact between the bistable structure and the rigid
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Fig. 7. Experimental setup for the BBAJ. (a) Setup used for real-time
thermal imaging of the BBAJ actuation process, including the laptop,
thermal imager, and the BBAJ. (b) Setup for measuring the actuation
force and displacement of the bistable structure, including the laser
sensor, SMA spring, and a load cell. (c) Variations in the tensile force of
a single SMA spring and displacement of the bistable structure during
the actuation process at the initial bending angle of 17.5°.

inward part, and a stable double-triangular structure is obtained.
Finally, the joint is locked in the inward direction [see Fig. 6(b)].
Based on the spontaneous recovery characteristic, the joint can
recover to the free-bending state by being driven to bend to the
limit bending position again. The force characteristics of the
SMA springs adopted in this article are presented in Fig. 6(c).

The experimental setup used for testing the displacement and
actuation force during the actuation of the bistable structure is
presented in Fig. 7. A thermal imager (Optris PI) was set on top
of the BBAJ to monitor the temperature variation of the SMA
springs [see Fig. 7(a)]. One of the SMA springs was connected
to a load cell (BangBu Sensor System Engineering, Co., Ltd.) to
measure the actuation force, and a laser sensor (Keyence, Co.,
Ltd.) was installed to measure the displacement variation during
actuation [see Fig. 7(b)].

The force variation characteristics of the SMA spring [see
Fig. 6(c)] indicate that it can generate sufficient force to trigger
the bistable structure. The variations of displacement and force
indicate that when the bistable structure is pulled to the critical
position [state II in Fig. 5(b)], both the force and displacement
snap-through occur [see Fig. 7(c)]. The complete locking pro-
cess of the BBAJ is achieved within 8 s. When the joint is locked
in a very short time, the tensile force of the SMA spring suddenly
decreases from 2.9 to 1.6 N and gently decreases thereafter
as the temperature decreases, and the displacement increases
to a constant value. The temperature of the SMA springs sig-
nificantly affects the bistable actuation process. Therefore, we
used the thermal imager to visualize the temperature variation
and offer feedback to the controller. The controller can then
control the ON–OFF states of the SMA springs by not only
supplying the appropriate temperature to generate a sufficient
actuation force for the bistable structure but also preventing
overheating and consequential burning of the SMA springs. The

Fig. 8. BBAJ actuation process. (a) Thermal view of the actuation
process. State I© marks the beginning of the actuation process, state II©
represents the snap-through moment of the bistable actuation, and state
III© marks the end of the cooling process. (b) Temperature variations with
and without ON–OFF control.

thermal visualization and ON–OFF control of the SMA springs are
illustrated in Fig. 8. In state I©, the SMA spring is activated and
the temperature quickly increases. Without ON–OFF control, the
temperature quickly increases to nearly 100 °C until the bistable
structure is actuated to snap-through to the locking state (state
II©); this high temperature may burn the SMA springs, which

may cause them to lose their shape memory effect. With ON–OFF

control, we can enable the appropriate actuation temperature for
the bistable structure to be set and prevents burning of the SMA
springs. The next actuation cycle can be executed only after the
spring temperature decreases to the transition temperature of
the SMA. The cooling process took approximately 20 s at room
temperature (26 °C) in our experiment (state III©).

B. FEA of Bistable Actuation

The bistable actuation process was simulated on Ansys work-
bench. The upper joint link was treated as a rigid body, and the
lower joint link was fixed during the simulation. Thus, we could
treat the bistable structures as being fixed at the bottom. During
the simulation, an appropriate force was first applied to the joint
to move the joint to the real joint gap. The joint was then rotated
to the initial bending angle. Finally, the joint was fixed at the
initial bending angle, and a force was applied on the waist to
initiate bistable actuation (Fig. 9(a), state 1©). The bistable ac-
tuation process includes the transition from one equilibrium state
to another, and it is a postbuckling process with relatively large
deformation. The geometric nonlinearity caused by the large
deformation must be considered in the simulation. Traditional
nonlinear buckling analysis of the postbuckling of structures
is usually ineffective for arriving at convergent solutions; thus,
restart analysis is required to solve the convergence problem.

We conducted FEA with different initial bending angles to
compute the critical trigger force required to just overcome the
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Fig. 9. (a) FEA simulation of the actuation process of the bistable
structure; the actuation force is applied to the waist along the direction
of the joint pin (indicated by the red arrow in 1©). State 1© is the starting
point, which is the same as stage I in Fig. 5(b). State 2© is the position
at which the maximum actuation force FP,max is generated. State 3©
indicates that the bistable structure succeeded in switching between
two stable states. (b) FEA results and experimental results of maximum
actuation force [corresponding to FP,max in Fig. 5(a)] with respect to the
initial bending angle.

bistable states transition. In the simulations, the force applied
to the waist was set to increase gradually (each position was
an equilibrium position), and it was automatically subdivided
between 0 and 12 N, with resolution ranges from 1% to 5% by
the software (Fig. 9(a), state 1©). When the bistable structure
reached the critical position, it generated snap-through buckling
(Fig. 9(a), state 2©), and the force was removed. The criti-
cal maximum bistable actuation force was then obtained. We
simulated the required maximum actuation force at different
initial bending angles (15.5°, 16.5°, 17.5°, 18.5°, and 19.5°), and
the results indicated a trend similar to that of the experimental
results. The resultant forces in the experiment were obtained by
measuring the forces acting on one SMA spring and considering
the direction of the resultant force. The results showed that the
maximum actuation force decreased as the initial bending angle
increased, but the magnitude of the experimental results was
smaller than that of the FEA results. This can attribute to the
fact that the initial bending angle cannot be fully fixed by the
constraints of the cables and the counter bistable structure during
the bistable actuation process, which means that it decreased
slightly, leading to a reduction in the actuation force.

IV. CASE STUDY: ARTICULATED SOFT ROBOT SYSTEM

A. Robot System

Based on the design and actuation of the BBAJ, we developed
an articulated soft robot as presented in our previous work [33].
This robot consists of seven BBAJs, and each joint has a pair of
bistable structures. The entire robot is driven by one servomotor
through cables.

The hardware architecture of the robot system is depicted
in Fig. 10. The robot arm is driven by a servomotor (Hitec
7980TH) through steel cables, and the bistable structures are
connected to each corresponding joint through a pair of SMA
springs (Kellogg’s Research Labs). The SMA springs are further

Fig. 10. Hardware architecture of the robot system.

Fig. 11. Brief sketch of the joint’s cable-driven motion.

connected to a dc power under 5 V (Topward 6306D dc power
supply). The SMA springs are activated with the drive modules
(BTN7971, a motor drive module that generates a large current)
controlled using a microcontroller (Arduino mega2560). The
SMA activation time is significant, and if the time for which it
is activated is too long, its temperature increases excessively,
leading to break the shape memory effect. Thus, we used a
thermal imager (Optris PI) to visualize the temperature variation
and provide feedback to control the activation of the SMA
springs. Most of the components of the articulated soft robot
arm were fabricated with 3-D printing and CNC machining, and
the bistable structures were directly 3-D printed by Ultimaker
S5 using soft materials (TPU 95A).

B. Kinematics and Workspace

The kinematics of the cable-driven articulated robot arm can
be derived according to the geometric relationship. The bistable
structures act as the elastic element of the robot arm, and they
ensure that each joint bends nearly uniformly. A brief sketch of
the joint is presented in Fig. 11. Changes in the lengths of the
cables on both sides reflect the bending angle of the joint, and
these changes are given as follows:{

Δ Cl = − [
2R sin α

2 + 4dsin2 α
4

]
Δ Cr = 2R sin α

2 − 4dsin2 α
4

(21)

where H is the length of the joint link, d is the distance between
the rotation center and the joint, 2R is the distance between the
parallel cables, α is the bending angle of the joint, and Cl and
Cr are the lengths of the cables between the joints after bending.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE ROBOT

Because each joint is enabled LF and has three states, the
robot has various configurations. We set 0, 1, and−1 to represent
the free-bending, left-locking, and right-locking states, respec-
tively. The robot can demostrate N3 configurations by selectively
locking the joints, where N is the number of joints. We defined
a configuration matrix M = [m1 m2 … mi], where i = 1, 2,
…N, and mi ϵ {−1, 0, 1}, to derive the forward kinematics as
follows:

xi+1 (t) = xi (t) + (H + 2d) cos θi

= xi (t) + (H + 2d) cos

×
⎛
⎝ i∑

j = 1

(mjαlock + (1 − |mj |)αi (t))

⎞
⎠

yi+1 (t) = yi (t) + (H + 2d) sin θi

= yi (t) + (H + 2d) sin

×
⎛
⎝ i∑

j = 1

(mjαlock + (1 − |mj |)αi (t))

⎞
⎠ (22)

where θi is the bending angle of corresponding joint i in the
reference coordinates.

From the configuration matrix, we can derive all the configu-
rations of the robot. The robot fabricated in this article consists
of seven joints, resulting in 37 = 2187 different configurations.
The idealization conditions in this kinematic model are that
when one joint is locked, the counterforce of the opposing
bistable structure and the LF prevent it from bending in both
directions. However, in the deployment of the prototype, the
locked joint can bend slightly in the unlocked direction. This
is because the counterforce generated by the opposing bistable
structure is insufficient to withstand the friction and moment
generated by the cables. For each configuration, the tip point
of the robot corresponds to the end effector. Therefore, the
trajectory of the tip point represents the workspace of the end
effector. For one-segment underactuated cable-driven robot arm
without the LF, the workspace is a fixed trajectory. By contrast,
the workspace of our robot with the joint LF is considerably
larger, as shown in Fig. 12. The parameters of the robot are listed
in Table I.

Fig. 12. Comparison of workspaces between a robot arm with an LF
(blue area) and that without an LF (red curve). The resolution of this
workspace is 500 × 500.

C. Stiffness Evaluation Metric

The stiffness change in our design is based on the state
transition of the bistable structure in each joint, meaning that
it is an ON–OFF change (not continuous). The magnitude of
stiffness is determined by the selected materials, parameters
of the bistable structure, and driving cables of the joint. How-
ever, when this type of articulated robot arm is used in the
locked state, the cables normally do not bear load in the lock-
ing direction, and it is the bistable structure that supports the
load of the arm without the cables. The high stiffness state
of the joint is entirely determined by the materials selected
and the design parameters of the bistable structure. Herein,
we propose a stiffness evaluation metric for this featured
approach.

We assume that the designed bending stiffness in the locking
direction of each joint is kb, which is determined by the materials
and the design parameters of the bistable structure. The stiffness
factors corresponding to the joint states in the locking direction
are then separately set as high (fh), medium (fm), and low (fl).
For example, when a joint is in the left locking, the stiffness for
driving the joint to bend toward the left is high, but the stiffness
for driving the joint to bend toward the right is medium because
of the counterforce of the opposing bistable structure in the joint.
If the joint state is 0, then the stiffness on both sides is low.

The stiffness factors for bending toward the left are

fLi =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
fh, if mi = 1

fm, if mi = −1

fl, if mi = 0

(23)

The stiffness factors for bending toward the right are

fRi =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
fm, if mi = 1

fh, if mi = −1

fl, if mi = 0

(24)

where M = [m1 m2 … mi] is the configuration matrix from
joint 1 to i. The stiffness factors can be obtained experimentally.
Normally, we have fh →1-, 0 < fm < 1, and 0 < fl < fm.
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Based on the Cartesian stiffness matrix, the stiffness KE seen
at the end point of the manipulator can be expressed as [34]

KE = J−T KθJ
−1 (25)

where Kθ is the equivalent joint stiffness matrix and can be ex-
pressed as Kθ = diag([f1kb, . . . , fikb, . . . , fNkb]); for bend-
ing toward the left, fi = fLi ; and for bending toward the
right, fi = fRi . Based on (22), the Jacobian Matrix J can
be expressed as Eq. (26) shown at the bottom of this page,
where θi =

∑i
j=1(mjαlock + (1 − |mj |)αi(t)), as shown in

(23). Here, J is a 7×7 matrix for seven joints after adding the
identity matrix below.

Taken together, these rules constitute the stiffness evaluation
metric for measuring the end stiffness of the articulated soft
robot arm under different configuration matrices.

The joint LF determines the configurations and stiffness
of the robot. The stiffness factors in this article were set to
fh = 0.99, fm = 0.4, and fl = 0.1 according to the test results, and
the average bending stiffness of the single joint kb ≈ 500 N/m
through tests. even though we have snipped the cable on the right
side, it can bear a tip load (no energy is required at this moment)
as well as maintain the shape and ensure safety owing to the joint
stiffness. This property is promising for safely executing tasks
that involve payload and manipulation with the end effector of
the robot. Moreover, this robot can be easily extended in the 3-D
space by using two orthogonal pairs of cables to drive the robot
arm with a spherical joint, and more complex manipulators can
be constructed by connecting multiple cable-driven segments in
series with the BBAJs.

In this series-connected robot, for a single joint, the stiffness
factor 0 < fl < fm< fh, and based on (24) and (25), when
actuating series-connected articulated robot through cables, the
most easily bending joints are in the free-bending state and
are the opposite direction of the locking joint. As long as we
actuate the robot not to approach the limit bending angle αlim

for the locked joints, we can avoid the automatic unlocking for
the opposite locking direction.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose a new approach for the design
of articulated soft robots with variable stiffness. The variable
stiffness is achieved through the LF of each articulated joint. It
is a mechanical stiffening method based on bistable structures
and bistable actuation. Bistable structures can remain in stable
states without requiring a continuous supply of energy. Thus,
our robot has the advantage that when its joints are locked, they
can retain their shape without actuation from the servomotor.

Even when the cables snap, the joints can retain their shape
when fully locked. One of the main contributions of this article
is the identification of nature-based bistable actuation principles
and the use of these principles to design a BBAJ. This joint has
unique properties, such as three different states (free bending,
left locking, and right locking), intrinsic compliance because
of the bistable structures, variable stiffness through the LF,
and locking at different angles with the use of mechanically
preprogrammed bistable structures. We present a case study
of an articulated soft robot using BBAJs. This robot exhibited
unique advantages, even when driven by a single servomotor, in-
cluding a large and variable workspace because of the thousands
of different configurations, sustained shape without continuous
power supply, and good load capacity because of the stiffness
reinforcement provided by the LF.

This article is just the first step in utilizing structural bista-
bilities to develop robotic systems that feature a combination of
softness and rigidity, and it offers a new vision of how to change
the stiffness of soft robots. However, this article has a few limi-
tations. For example, load capability can easily be improved by
printing a composite bistable structure, which implies printing
of the neck and waist by using soft materials and of the beams
and ends by using rigid materials. Doing so would reduce the
small deformations of the beams and improve stiffness under the
LF. Another drawback of this design is that it requires the entire
structure to fully bend to realize the LF at those angles. This
might not be possible in some applications with limited available
space. The friction of the BBAJ affects the uniform bending of
the articulated soft robot arm, and a lubrication method, such
as ring lubrication or grease lubrication, should be adopted to
reduce it. The resilience of the material used to fabricate the
bistable structures is crucial for achieving repeated deformation.
The material used in this article was TPU 95A, which exhibited
good resilience over hundreds of bending tests. However, for
practical application, materials with higher resilience should
be adopted. The trigger for the bistable structure in this article
was supplied by the SMA. However, the SMA springs require
tens of seconds to cool down at room temperature. This slow
response speed makes them unsuitable for use in high-speed
robotic systems. The use of SMA springs can be replaced with
more speed-efficient actuation methods, such as the use of cable
drives, magnetic force, and twisted-and-coiled actuators. The
locking angle is mechanically preprogrammed according to the
parameters of the bistable structures, and the structures cannot
be locked at random angles. Although one can employ different
bistable structures and multiple pairs of bistable structures on
the joints to achieve locking at various angles, this solution is
not very convenient or efficient for use in real-time tasks.

J = (H + 2d)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(−s1 − s2 · · · − si) (c1 − s2 · · · − si) · · · (c1 + c2 · · · − si)
(c1 + c2 · · ·+ ci)

0
...
0

(s1 + c2 · · ·+ ci)
0
...
0

· · ·
1
· · ·

· · ·
(s1 + s2 · · ·+ ci)

0
...
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (26)
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In summary, we believe this article presents a new perspec-
tive for developing more versatile and functional articulated
soft robots. The design principles and the bistable actuation
properties demonstrated herein, including inherent compliance,
variable stiffness, and large workspace, are favorable for robotic
systems. In future works, we will improve this approach to
the construction of variable-stiffness soft robots by optimizing
the robot design and developing control algorithms for real
applications.
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